
Hi Everyone, 

We hope you are all continuing to keep safe and well, are enjoying your 

Easter activities and are having a lovely 'holiday'. It has been great to keep in 

touch and discuss work with you and the children and we will endeavour to 

support you as best as we possibly can. Work will be regularly reviewed 

based on your feedback and support so thank you for this. We will continue 

to be in touch over the coming week so remember that if it's an 'unknown 

number' we're not selling PPI! 

The use of Times Tables Rockstars, Sumdog and Numbots is still being regularly 

reviewed to provide the best possible learning opportunities. Challenges and 

competitions are posted regularly on Sumdog with specific skills targeted 

(across reading, spelling and maths) so please keep up with this as much as 

you are able to. The competition last week was won by the 'Chisholm 

Charriots' making it a draw at 1-1. However, 19 of you did not access the 

competition at all so please keep up with this if you can.  

Easter Pre-Learning - Electricity 

For our new topic we are going to enquire - 'Where did it come from?' In 

order to help you with this, we are asking you to complete a range of 

'Electricity' related tasks if possible next week. We have added a 'pre-

learning' knowledge organiser, which contains key vocabulary and 

knowledge to help you to begin your learning journey. Over the coming 

weeks, our home learning work will provide activities that reflect our new 

topic. We hope you make a great start and can't wait to hear all the new 

things that you have managed to learn! What will a day in 'lockdown' look 

like with no electricity? Remember - if you have any topic questions then 

please share them when we contact you and we can reflect these in the 

work given! 

As well as ParentMail, our home learning can be accessed via the school 

website - https://yarmprimaryschool.net/parents/home-working 

Have a great second week of Easter and remember to save us some 

chocolate!   

 


